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7C.LEWAD

This reading series is not a panacea of all the problems faced by

the bi lingual child in his attempt at learning how to read. It is, how-

ever: the belief of this resesrch team that by utilizing the Navajo social

setting and incorporatting it into meaaingfal reading material, that it will

211eviate the bar7:ier that faces many children in their attempt to unlock

the pehtee folm antc, concepts.

TO THE TEACHER

The teaching suggestions in this Teacher's Guide are meant to be

flexible. After each lev3on, Ample space has been provided for suggestions

by those teachers usf.ng the material. The suggestions will be read, tab-

ulated, and utilized in forming a more complete teacher's guide.

Before the readiig stage begins, it is very important and necess-

ary that the child has an adequate control of the oral form of the English

language aed the skt.is to recognize the distinctions between the letters

of the alphabet.



INTRODUCTION

"The teaching of beginning reading to childrcr. must be conceived,

not in terms of the imparting of knowledge, but in terms of opportunities

for practice. "1 In this statement lies the philosophy held throughout the

beginning stages of this reading series.

When the child is presented the written material to be learned, it

is material which he has within his linguistic experience. In all, it is

a transfer from the wall form of the language already known, to the writ-

ten form of the same language. Additional development of oral language

mastery should not be introduced during this transfer period. The present-

ing of additional language development at this time may be confusing to

the novice reader.

Research conducted in the area of linguistics indicates that learn-

ing to read requires habits of high speed or automatic recognition of

spelling patterns apt represent the spoken word form already known by the

beginning reader. There are three such major spelling patterns that char-

acterize the English language. There are, of course, minor sets of spell-

ing patterns, but for the beginning stages of reading they can be consider-

ed secondary. Since reading requires habits of high-speed recognition,

it is one of the objectives of this series of books to inculcate in the

child the first and probably the most significant of the three patterns.

Since contrasting these spelling patterns is necessary for effective read-

ing, it is the desire of this research team to continue the series with

stress upon the second and third major spelling patterns.

harles G. Fries. linguistics arid Readin (New York, Chicago, San

Francisco, Toronto, London! Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.).



"There is always something artificial about reducing a problem to
simple mechanical terms, but the whole history of science shows that simple
methanical terms ire the only terms in which our limited human capacity can
solve a problem."

Spelling patterns are classified according to form, regular and ir-

regular, Regular forms are words which have a one-to-one relationship be-

tween the spoken and written form. That is, for each letter in a word , there

is a sound; there are no silent letters in the regular form: Examples of

words classified regular are words such as can, man, and Dan. The teacher

will note that each letter has a "distinct" sound of its own, thus forming a

one-to-one relationship between the spasm and the written form. The irreg-

ular forms of words are just the opposite in that a one-to-one relationship

between the spoken and the written fore does not occur. Rumples of this

forams words such as night, tough, and often.

As was previously indicated, the stress will be upon the first major

pattern or the regular form. This pattern will consist of one-syllable word

which contain one of the short sounding vowels of the English alphabet, as

well as, the most commonly used consonants and consonant diagrapbs.

In in effort to include the natural speech patterns of pre-school

children and keep within the standards of correct grammatical Structure, it

was necessary to include with the first spelling pattern a number of irreg-

ular or "sight" words. It is important that the instructor does not dwell on

or discuss the physical make-up of theaelaistt) words.

2Leonard Bloomfield and Barnhart, Clarence L. Let's lead (Detroit:

Wayne State University Press, 1961.)



Also included in the first pattern are a number of non-

sense syllables (see flashcards). The presentation of these non-

sense syllables is optional. However, it is the opinion of the

authors, that a child learning to attack nonsense syllables will

at a later reading stage be able to "attack" words of multi-syll-

able type. If the instructor elects to "teach" the non-sense

syllables, the child should be told that it is a non-sense syllable

and that it will later be part of a larger word, e.g. Jan--January.

It is suggested that "small" readers are not distributed

to the class until the entire vocabulary has been presented on

the 'blow-up' (big book). The 'blow-up' contains the same illus-

tration as does the reader*, however, the written form has been

excluded. The written form will be presented on the flannel strip

below the illustration. The objective of this technique is to

allow the child to view the actual formulation of words. Also,

it limits or controls the amount of words presented in each reading

lesson. The amount of words presented at each "sitting" will

depend upon the reading group.

PRESENTATION OF THE 'BLOW-UP'

The presentation of the reading of the 'blow-up' is

divided into three parts. The teacher takes one sentence on a page

and then moves to the next page and presents another sentence.

When a sentence has been presented on each page, the teacher

then returns to page one and presents the second sentence on

each page. During the third presentation is the time the teacher

distributes the readers. The only new word in the third presen-

tation is 'had'.

*The term "reader" is used throughout this guide to refer

to the small books



"Freedom to read, like other types of physical and intellectual

fF eedom revires e.(tort and worik on the part of 'sat puril."3

INTRODUCTION OF CHARACURS

Sentence to be developed:

T4:7,4 is Pan.

w;)rdo:

t41.s, is, Daa

S;aggestad Procedure:

Diepi6y the 17tcurt of Dell an the easel (the picture is the blow-up

,,ith the, flaanel attacht nnderneath tie pictuze.)

-U,ACHER Tell the cl,,;es that ;Ian lives cam. the Navajo kestArvatiou end

that they 101.!,1 reading about some of his k.xierda and ex-

periencene

NOTE: Throuitic this series allow the child to relate stela!:

:,,,xperieacc which he or she ray have had.

TEACHER; All togethg::.; s say his Ilswe -------Dan, (Call on individual

student* tt ext,:y 1.is name.) Announce to the clkias that they are

going to :Ust" to Rpell Den's name. Hold up the captiool leLtc;r

uld ash tbtF 1.1aaa to identify the 2etter, after It haE ben

idevtifit3;d, placm -It under the illustration and hold up t::-ta

letter --'a' -repeat the aam& procedure as before. Plai;p,

'a' next tc V and hold up the 'n' repeating the ease pr

cedure.

112/7C your c!...ezi, o pall the new word together - D aLd

spalla Dan.

T E : point t o e A;:l .-er ea it is spelled. Cf,t11 on individu41

Atudents to e;.-zsuounfle and spell the new word.

3C1 Ftlar.



the letters davit and mix them up; ask sot:: )T% to come up

to the illustration and respell the word, or reatraage the letter:,

under the picture incorrectly, e.g. a -D--n, n-a-D then ask souscve to

spell the word covImetly.

Teacher: Now that we can read 4)ea's nem, let's add some new words

and make a sentence. (Moe the word Dan to the extreme

right 67 the flannel strip to allow space for the two words

that will pr,Icede it.) Announce to the class that the reptence

they t,211 be constructing will be --"This is Dan." Hold up

the letters 'Th' and ask the reading group to identify them.

(Hold up both letters t and b together)

NOTZ: The 'th' is a difficult sound for for most Navajo childreL to

make. Refer to page 53 for the production of this sound.

Place the 'Th' in place allowing enough apace for the other

letters ir the sentence, e.g. Th- Dee. Continue -o

hold up the rest of the letters in the words having the wail-

bars of t1 reading group describe each letter by neut.

After the three words - This is Dan - have been placed uner

the illustration, announce that by placing a period at the

end, a sentence has been constructed. Read the sentence Lc)

the group (point to ena woxd as yea read Lt.) Cali tin ir-

dividuel students to read the sentence. Mix the words in the

sentence and see if anyone can reform the original Neaten. e,

also mix the individual letters of each word and ask someone

to respell the word correctly.

NOTE: The amuisat ,)if time to be spent on the teaching of each wo:'d

or sentInve will depend on your Individual reading group.



It is important that each child within the group laaras

each word hefore he is allowed to continue,



"EACHERS NOTES 'IN TkfritNc PROCEDURE USED



%Win is so fondammtal to civilisation that the profession

Oblifietiat to Constantly improve and Seek out wore effective teaching

methods cannot be denied.4

INTRODUCTION OF CEARACTERS CONTINUED:

Ru7lev the sentence Thfs is Dan. (Display the picture and sentence

strip to one aide, keep it in view of the reading group.)

OTE: When revisowing a eentence that LAS been leaned, use the sentence

strip instead of placing the individual letters on the flannel

strip. Using dle sentence strips will save time.

After reviewing the sentence, display the picture of Ann. Again,

allow some disCussion before going aa to the printed fore. Tell

the reading group that Ann is Den's sister, Ann goes to school, etc.

Use the same procedure in teaching the word Ann as yzu did in teach-

ing Dan. After spelling Ann's name under ber picture, call ©n indi-

viduals to spell and pronounce the new word. (No explanation stould

be given about the two Ws' appearing together as ale sound, this

ley be confusing. Move the new word to the extreme right of the

flannel strip Sod add the words - This is - in front of the word Ann.

Check to motif any one can recall the words from the pretious lessoi.

Do not add the period and see if anycue w!.11 correct you.

NOTE: The introduction of Den's pets will be dome in the same procedw.e.

Continve to use - This is - in introducin3 the snima:%.s.

As a new sentence is added, take time to wipare then? with the Fre-

'gloms sentences learned thus far, e.g. Tiii3 is oan.

rai.3 is Ann.
NOTE: Use the chalkboard for this con- MI; is Shag.

Taid is Pep.
Ti s la Rab.

par.ison.

havid C. Davis. LVEDEJIEWEaa (New lark and
Rvaostcs, Harper and Itov, Publishers. 1963.)



"It is generally conceded in the society of Western culture thit
ability to read is t'le fondation of our schene of education."5

Ill2RODUCTION OF CHARACTERS:

Page 1

Sentences to be developed;

This is Dan and Ans.

This is Pep and Shag.

This is Rab and Chip

MIMI wrd(s):

and

SUGGEST= TICACEING VIOCEDORI:

Page one is a repeat of the introduction of characters, all of them

being on one page. Display the 'blow -up' of the characters and announce

to the reading group that only one new word is on this page - and. Place

the words that are already known by the grasp - This is Den Ann.

disk seasons to read the incomplete sentence, noting that it does not sake

sense without the word 'and'. Use the same procedure used thus far - hold-

ing up the individual letters that fora the wags). Also use this same

procedure in teaching the other sentences on page one.

ROTE: If at any time there is any doubt that a child doss not know a

word used thus far, do sot allow the child to continue until be

knows the %gorge). Use the flashcards of the words learned; this

is usually an accurate determiner.

WORKBOOK:

Hobert C. holey, Let's Read. (Detroit: Wayne State University
Press, 1961)



"The pupil who does not understand a start ant which be attempts to,
read, does not undeeaLanm that statement when it is read or spoken to hin.11°

TEACHING PROCEDURES CONTINUED:

Pegs 2

Sentence to be Developed:

This is Dan and Shag.

Nee Words:

6

SUCCESTW1TACHINC PIOCEDURE:

Place the sentence strip under the illustration (Ibis is Dan and Shag.)

Ask someone to read the sentence. Discuss the action taking place in the

illustration.

NOTE: Only one sentence at a time will be presented on each page. Once

this has been dome, return to page one and present the second sentence as

suggested by this Timber's Guide. After the second presentation, it is

recommended that the 'smell' reading books be distributed to the reading

group. In the third presentation, only one new word is presented - had

The objective behind this procedure is to reduce the amount of new words

qer page and it allows the child to see the individual letters as they

!ors words. It maybe noted that the flannel ' blowup' does not present

zoo written fors exactly as it occurs in the "small" reading texts. How-

ever, all of the vocabulary is presented.

aRallt.

6
Paul Maim, Mftjaa_ching of Reading 3n_ the Eklimentav School.

Walbridge, Mass.: Houghton, Mifflin Co.).



Page Three, Book One antarillists

SUITS= TO SS DIVELOPED: Shag has the hat.

Nes Words: has, the, hat

Suggested Procedures

The familiar word in the sentence is Shag - Spell the word - Shag,

under the illustration; ask somas* to read the word. Discuss

what is taking place in this illustration.

Announce to the class that you axe going to spell the word - Las -

for thank Use the sans procedure as before - hold up the lb' etc.

(the word 'bee' Is implore the Is' bee the sound of gal. Again,

do not dwell on the physical snits -up of this Teach the words

the sad hat in the same asnaer.



'W.

Sentence to be Developed: Shag hid the hat.

New Words: hid

Suggested procedure:

Use the same procedure thus far used:



Page Five

Sentence to Be Developed: Dan cannot see Shag.

New Words: cannot see

Suggested Procedure:

Same as procedure used before:



17.

PACE SU Book One Dan and His Pets

Sentence to Be Developed: Shag can See Dan.

New Words: can

Suggested Procedure:

Sane Procedure



18.

Page Seven

Sentence to Be Developed: Dan sees Shag.

New Word(s): see(s)

Suggested Procedure:

Sane procedure



19.

Page Eight

Sentence To Be Developed: Shag will run.

New Words: will, run

Suggested Procedure:

Sass procedure



20.

Page Nine

Page Nine

Sentence to Be Developed: Dan has Shag.

New Words: 0

Suggested Procedure:

Sane procedure



21.

Pegs Ten

Sentence To Be Developed: Pop can see the hat.

NOI Words: 0

Suggested Procedure:

Sem procedure



Page Eleven - Book One, Dan and His Pets

Sentence t^ De Developed: Den can See Pep.

New Words: 0

Susgested Procedure:

Salle procedure



Page 12

Sentence to le Developed: Dan sees the hat.

New Words: 0

Suggested Procedure:

Some Procedure



r

Page 13

Sentence to Be Developed: Dan cannot move Shag.

Mew wrongs): awe

Suggested procedure:

Sane procedure



Page 14

Sentence To Be Developed: Pep helps Dan.

Nev tford(s): help(s)

Suggested procedure :

Sane procedure.



Page 15

Sentence to Be Dirreloped: Ann sees Dan and Shag.

New vord(s): 0

Suggested Procedure:

Sans procedure used thus far.

r

1

24.



hip 16 Book One Dan and His Pets

Sentence To Be Developed: Ann helps Dan.

New Verde: 0

Summated Procedure:

Same procedure thus far followed.

%0



r

ii

Page 17

Sentence to Be Developed: Den and Mn cannot awe Shag.

Nev Words: 0

Suggested Procedure:

Saw procedure.

21.



Yi

Page 18

Sentence To Be Developed: Ann has a pan.

Mew Bracts: a, pan

Squinted procedure:

Same procedure

29.



1 30.

I

I Pap 19

Sentence to Se Developed: Shag moves.

New Word(s): saves)

Sugpsted Procedure:

Same procedure



324

T

Page 20

Sentence to be Developed: Dan gets his hat.

Nev words: gets, his

Suggested procedure:

Sane



Page 21, Sook Cele pee and Hie Pets

Sentence to Be Developed: Den pets Shag

New words: pets

Suggested procedure:

Sane procedure



33

FIRST PRESENTATION

Lesson number New Words

1. This is Dan and Ann.
This is Pep and Shag.
This is lab and Chip. and

3. This is Dan and Shag. 0

5. Shag has the hat. has, the, hat

7. Shag hid the hat. hid

9. Dan cannot see Shag. cannot, see

11. Shag can see Dan. can

13. Dan can see Shag. 0

15. Shag will run. will, run

17. Dan has Shag. 0

19. Pep can see the hat. 0

21. Dan can see Pep. 0

23. Dan can see the hat. 0

25. Dan cannot move Shag. move

27. Pep helps Dan. helps

29. Ann can see Dan and Shag. 0

31. Ann helps Dan. 0

33. Dan and Ann cannot move Shag. 0

35. Ann has a pan. a, pan

37. Shag moves. move(s)

39. Dan gets his hat. gets, his

41. Dan pets Shag. pets



SECOND PRESENTATION

NOTE: In the first presentation, one sentence was presented on each page.
4

In the second presentation, the teacher returns to page one of the 'blowup'

and repeats the sentences learned in the first presentation plus the new

sentence to oe developed in the second presentation e.g. (page one). This

is Den and Shag.

Page Tiro

SEM PRISENTATION

Sentence to be Developed:

Dee has fen with Shag.

Suggested Procedures

Place the sentence strip - This is Den and Shalt - under

the illustration on page one, ask a we of your reading

group to reed the familiar sentence and announce to the

group that a second sentence will be constructed on page one.

Place the words - Dan has Shag, under sentence

one, ask someone to read the familiar words and announce that

two new words will be learned ad placed under the illustration.

Prow this palat, use the IBS procedure used in the first pre-

aentation - bold up the 'f" etc. After the sentence has been cow

strutted, practice leading both sentences.



35.

Page Three

Sentence To Is Developed:

Rua, Shag, rune

Sew Verde:

run

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Place sentence strip - Shag has the hat. - under the illustration;

have a usiser of your class read the faidliar sentence.

Use the same procedure in presenting new words that were used

in the first presentation.

'Maid IOUS OS Malin PLOW= USSR:



Second Presentation:

Pap Pour

Sentence to be Developed:

Pep can see Shag.

Nor Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure

Place sentence strip - Shag hid the hat. - Pavlov this sentence and

continue to the sentence to be developed.

ISACEZIeS NOTES ON TEAM= MOM= UM:

IR

36.
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Second Presentetioa:

Page 5

Sentence to Se Developed:

Shag! Shag! Shag!

Nem Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review first presentation - Dan cannot see Shag.

Use sass procedure followed thus far.

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:



AO a

Second Presentation:

Page 6

Sentence to Be Developed:

But Dan cannot see Shag.

New Words:

1st

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review familiar sentence - Shag can see Dan.

Use the seas procedure in teaching the new word - but.

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING PPIXEDURE USED:

36.
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Second Presentation:

Page 7

Sentence to Be Developed:

Will Shag run?

New Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Sentence Strip - Dan can see Shag.

Sane procedure

NOTE: Om page 6 in the first presentation the student was

presented the sentence - Dam sees Shag.

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING !MEDI= USED:

39.



40.

Second Presentation:

Page 8

Sentence to Be Developed:

Run, Shag, runs

New Words:

vim"

SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURE:

Note: In the first presentation, the sentence learned was -

Shag will run. In the text (page 8) the teacher will note

that the word ',es' is present, e.g. Tee, Shag will run.

Therefore, at this point the teacher will have to vary

the teaching procedure used thus far. Before you place

the sentence strip with the sentence - Tea, Shag will run. -

teach the word, yes. Hold up the T, etc. After this has

been dons, than place the sentence strip under the illustra-

tion; have someone read it. The second sentence on this page

contains no new words.

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:



SECOND PRESENTATION:

Pap 9

Sentence to Se Developed:

Dan will not let Shag run.

Nes Words:

Not, let

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Revise sentence learned in first presentation- Dan has Shag.

Use the same procedure in teaching the new words.

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:



SECOND PRESENTATION:

Page 10

Sentence To As Developed:

Shag can see the hat.

New words:

0

Suggssted Teaching Procedure:

levies sentence learned in first presentation - Pep can see the hat.

Sass procedure

TEACRERIS NOTES ON TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:

r.:

2.



Second Presentation:

Page 11

Sentence to be Developed:

Pep can see the hat.

New Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review: Dan can see Pep.

Sane procedure.



Second Presentation

Pags 12

Sentence to Be Developed:

Run, Dan, run!

New words:

0

Suggested teaching procedure

Review: Dan can see the hat.

Same procedure.

IMACKIR'S MOTES OK TRACKING FROMM USED:



Second Presentation:

Pap 13

Sentence To Be Developed:

Novo, Shag, move:

Nov Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedural:

Review: Don cannot move Shag.

Sass procedure

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:



7
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41811.

I

Second Presentation:

Page 14

Seet:uce To Be Developed:

But Dan and Pep cannot owe Shag.

New Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure

krelev: Pep helps Dan.

Sane Procedure.

TEACHER'S NOTES OR MACHIN PROCEDURE UM:



Second Presentation:

Page 15

Sentence To Be Developed:

Pep mil/ tell bad to help Dan.

Neu Words:

tells to, help

Suggested Teaching Procedure

Swim: Ann aes Dan and Shag.

Use the sareprccedure, do not discuss the reason that

the 'U's' he tell have one sound, to is an irregular word.

TEACREWS NOTES CI TEAMING PROCEDURE USED:

E.

L.

4t.

i

474
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Secoaa presentatlou

Page 16

Sentence To Be Developed:

But Shag will not move.

Nov Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review Ana helps Dan.

Same procedure

TEACHER'S NOTES 01 manic PROCEDURE :



Second Presentation

Pegs 17

Sentence To Be Developed:

Shag is big and fat.

New Words:

big, fat

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review: Dan and Ann cannot move Shag.

Sane procedure

E.

49.
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Second Presentation

Page 18

Sentence To Bs Developed:

Shag can see his pan.

New Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

bre Ian Ann has a pan.

Same procedure

Tucusts NOTES Off TEACHING PROCEDURS USED:



Second Presentation:

Pap 19

Sentence To le Developed:

will Dan get his hat?

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Sava procedure

TEACHER'S NOTES CR TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:



Second Presentation:

Pap 20

Sentence To le Developed

Dan is glad.

New Words:

Slad

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review: Dan gets his hat.

Sane procedure

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING PROCEDURE USED:

I i

c

52.
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Second Presentation:

Page 21

SENTENCE TO BE DEVELOPED:

Shag is glad.

Nov Words:

0

Suggested Teaching Procedure:

Review: Dan pets Shag.

Sane procedure

TEACHER'S NOTES ON TEACHING IMMURE USED:



SECOND PRESENTATION

SENTENCE
LESSON NO.

3. This is Dan and Shag.
nod tb

NEW WORDS:

with
5 Shag has the hat.

S n I

7. Shag hid the hat.
can ee S

9. Dan cannot see Shag.
S 0

11.

13.

Shag can see Dan.
But Dan cannot see 5h . but
Dan sass Shag.
Will ha. run?

15. Tes, Shag will run.

17. Dan has Shag.
1 not et S ' not let

19. Pep can see the hat
mean see

21. Dan can see Pep.

23. Den sees the hat.
Dan 0

25. Dan cannot nova Shag.

ibEbAM16.--a 0
27. Pep helps Dan.

Sat Dan and Pep cannot =we Shag.
29. Ann can see Dan and Shag.

gill to Ann to 1 tel' to

31. Ann helps Dan.
But Shea Will not bows. 0

33. Dan and Ann cannot move Shag.

35. Ann has a pan.

h
37. Shag novas.

0611.8.2-181.48

39. Dan gets his hat.

41. Dan pets Shag.

Shag is glad. 0

4001.111kOMINIINIMINIIIIM



Sight Words used is Book One

1. is

2. his

3. the

4. has

3. novo

6. see

7. to

8. Ann

9. a

55.



CONSONANTS USED IN THE INITIAL, MEDIAL, AND FINAL POSITIONS
IN DAN AND NIS PETS - BOOKS I, II, III

LETTER INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL

b Ms grabs Rab

d an lands dad

f fat catfishish if
g get bap bag

h hat 011Ir.. .
j jumps es 11111.1MOM

k, c cal p ick Lag ro k
1 itt glad yell
is mom swimming Jim

n -not running run

P Pep nagging Pea

Q.10.1111110. wia,1wWar

t run fol.
ties _ gets

t tall gets bat

w wet swim -......

..............
v move011,.......0,

x*as... ...V. box

Y des _ .._.

....... 'hasa --,
sh

0.1.118 f idling fish
401 Chip ......... Catch

tli this With

°mom am iii "ftabrs.-dr. "hirikAst t -, '1r --...-:j "abr
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WORD PATTERNS (BOOK ONE)

Dan* Shag* hat* glad* Pep* yes* let* hid* big* mot* but* fug*
can* bag fat* had* hap Wes get* did dig got* cut fun*
pan* rag rat bad Kep Les pet* kid pig lot nut gun
fan tag sat dad wep jet lid wig pot gut sun
men wag bat mad met bid fig hot but bun
ran lag cat sad net mid jig rot rut nun
tan nag mat lad set rid rig cot pun
ban sag pat Tad wet Sid gig dot
Nan fag Nat cad yet jot
van gag vat fad vet tot
an hag at pad bet

ad

(NON-SENSE SYLLABLES)

SIM CM; tat gad dap bee det gid sig bot jut cum
ban dag gat nad lep des tot tid lig mot nut dun
lan jag lat rad nep has het fid rig sot sut jun
san mag wad rep jes rat vid big wot nun
san pas sep MSS tet vig hut
Jan tag top pas nig tun

sag rep res tig
SOS Dig
tea
13,011

will* tell* help* this* with* Chip* Rab* gets Ann
bill bell yelp hip cab pets isfill fell ..dtp lab helps andhill sell lip nab haskill well rip tab the
mill yell tip jab seapill Nell ME ....... movesill dell movestill hell fip bab toill deal lip dab hisJill shell kip fab a

Neill small pip gabskill spell sip hab
spill swell yip mabs till yip pabdrill sip sabfrill
grilltrill

shrill
thrill.

gill
*indicates words used in book one
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SPEECH

FORMATION AND METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT*

V (Voiceless)

EXAMPLE: fat

YORMATION: Under lip shut against the edges of the upper froett

teeth while breath is sent out drer the lip and be-

tween tile teeth with a fricative sound. The lip shoulA

be so applied to the teeth as to leave no large open

ings.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. Imitation

V (Voiced)

EXAMPLE:. van

FORMATION: Lip shut against the upper teeth as for

while voice is given.-

Pt-T*0D OF DEvELOPMEND:

Contra st with ' fl. gave your students repeat the follog-

lag drill!

f,v,f,v,f,v.

(point out the vibration in the throat and lip)

ile and held

*
Caroline A. Yale, Formation and Development of Elementary EmsAish Sound*,

Northampton, Mass.
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TH (voiceless)

UAMPLE: this

FORMATION: Point of the tongue wide and thin resting lightly

against the inner surface or the edge of the upper

teeth while breath is sent out between the tongue and

teeth. Uithin the mouth, the front or top of the tongue

is raised slightly closing at the sides agalast the

teeth and guaa. Avoid the raising of the lower 3Ip

so high that the resulting sound is a combination of 2tht

and 'f'.

ME 140D OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. Imitation; Allow the child to imitate your formation

of the sound. Caution; mate sure that the tongue does not

protrude from between the teeth.

2. By analogy Bros qt. Let the pupil see that the same action

is required for giving the two sounds; that the passive organ -

the upper teeth - remains the same but tact the active organ

is the poler of the tongue in ithi while it is the lower lip

for 'f'.



NG (Voiced nasal)

EXAIIME: ring

FCIDIATICti: Back of the taigne shut against the palate and

held while voice passes through the nasal passages.

NORCO T DEVELORENT:

1. From tat' and 'a' by analogy.

2. With the mouth open pass a stoat" stream of breath

through the nose, then vocalize it. If necessary

first pass a stress of breath through the nose with

mouth shut.

P (voiced bilabial)

MANIPLE: Pet

FCRIATICtl: Lips shut, then separated with an audible expulsica

of breath.

141THCID CF DEVEIORMIT:

1. Imitation. If a narrow strip at paper or a feather

is ?mai before the lips as the so'n is given, the

breatS striking it 'dal shoe the pupil the proper

force and direction of the breath as it escapes. Avoid

exaggeration in movement.



TfOREWORD

The procedure !or ;:eecUmg thcl writtcr, flrm in Book 1

is similar to 0-e proc:Aur:! used in Book I. The teacher continues

to use the "big" bock wi,:11 the flannel strip to revelop new words and

sentences.

In Book I; only on sentence was presented on each page. In

Book II, two sentences wlil be presented on each v43,ft

A workbook also accompanies Book II,

Research Director:

Wallace Cathey

Researcher:

Claude Aragon

Illustrator:

Linda Zradley

Denartuent of Research and Publications

Independent School District No, 22

Sbiprock, New Mexico
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BOUK II

The proce,w. of kazainu haw read is still e factor that !..n 11)1-

known. Therefort, one c2.1 inEer that learning read is mainly theory awi

will remain so until thi4 ccuiplex human nerve s78tcm of ours is solved.

Since its function :fie prim:: ill that of theory, we _lust rely ea research

and other scientii!lc regarding learning and human behavior. We must

also rely ou this den the area of reading.

In the to ti manual of book one of DLII aad hie ?eta we quoted

the following paseage aloft the works of Dr. Leoc4iird Bloomfield regarding the

function of human capacity: "There is always something artificial about

reducing a problem to siMple mechanical terns, but the whole history of science

shows that simple mechanical terms (in the initial stages of learning) * are

the only terms, in which our limited capacity can salve a problem." This

statement can be applie to almost any learning behavior, but his reference

is primarily to that of reading. Since the acquir...ag of the reading skin not

fully understood, and since maw of our youngsters do not acquire the skill with

ease, it is his (Bloomfield's) contention, as well as that of others, that :he

initial stages of reading matter should be formulated first in a concrete

basis with gradual movement to the more abstract ft-rm of the printed word,

that is, "in simple wechalical terms". To reduce 'voiding to simple mechanical

terms is rather diffiwlt, but not impossible, as 'T. Bloomfield's works

readily indicate. Dan aac; h4s Pets uses relativel. the same procedures as

noes Dr Bloomfield-- however, there are some excepLions. an and His Pets uses

more of a natural approach in duplicating 'talk wr:tten down' by using speech

patterna that are within the linguistic experience of the language patterns of

*
Parenthesis addsel

E.
Alp ..r...-- x .:,...---........,_,......e..---w......-r-,,,....,.r_e,-. -



pre-school children. In ap effort s:c duplicate natural speech, a ntAmber

sight -words (abstract in fl)rz) were used, but f:.r tglit-words ars per; few

in numr. :lords wh.f.tli are abstract-. iv form are thr;de words that do not have

a one-to tee relatimship be.;:veen speech and r : *:itten form, e.g. large,

bat our zoncern in l.Aing JR nct the oral forl: the printed iorm. Since

there is no relatiomo between the speech fc0:1.: and the written form of

the won,. Cbeca-,:-t-r the sc,It g end t11, ;ilen -41-cald r. not

be much easier for the child to grasp its synonyo "big' because of the re-

lationship between speec) and .he printed form? Ve, of the research team,

believe that it would be easier. Therefore, the rrirted form in the series

Dan and His:, ets is base-I on this theory of preserving the concrete print-

form with gradual movment to the abstract printed form.
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Note :, Eefer% ,7Ctr group is ready to 'eV :84k' the writter form, allow

your reading group to viea all the illustrations. If the child wishes to dis-

cuss similar experiences allow him to do so. Aftex: apple time has been spent

on thumbing through the illustrations in book two, place page one of the

book on the easel and eanounce to your group tho27. they nre going to learn

new words and sentences. Tell then that some of the other words learned in

book one will also be used in book two.

Sentences to b' developed:

1. Dan is sitting on the step.

2. His bat is on his lap.

New words:

(inflectional -ing-) on, step, bat, lap

Note: Discuss the illustration noting blot Dan is bored and would

like to play, but &lag is napping (sleeping) and hoe s not want to play. Point

out to the class that Bab and Chip are playing in the background.

Teacher! "I am going to place some words teat you know under this

picture; as I place them I want to see if you cat read them" --place the

familiar words Dan is sit--- ask someone to read it, noting that the ing form

moist be added to sit befillre it makes any sense -- add the ending, e.g. sitting.

Pronounce the word and hlye meubers of your class pronounce it. (See page

for the production of the lug tag) sound). Ask your group where Dan is sitting.

Desired response, "On the step."

Hold up the letter -o- and ask yeur class to identify it. Place the

letter after the word sitting and hold up the -n -- using the same procedure.

Pronounce the new word or your group, spell it etc. Have someone read the four

words -Dan is sitting on . Place the familial word -the- in its place.



2.

Announce to your class that the lest word is -step- have your class pronounce

the word. Make sure your class is pronouncing the blend - at - correctly and

listen for the final consonant p . Is it audible? Many Navajo children

do not articulate this consonant correctly when it occurs in the final position.

Place the - st - in place and ask your class to identify them. Add

the - e- and - p

Read the sentence - point to each word as it is read. Have your

class read it in choral unison, also, have the individual students read it,

paying particular attention to the -ins- form of the verb sit.

Sentence Two:

The new words in this sentence are bat and lap. The concept of

the word lap may need an example, but should be a ciord that is in the child's

cral vocabulary.

Place the familiar word -his- under the illustration; ask your group

to read it. Announce to the group that a new word comes next. The word is

bat. Pronounce it for them and ask your group to pronounce it. Ask your group

if they know what letter the word bat begins with. Put the b in place and con-

tinue with the same proce lure used thus far. Place the familiar words in the

sentence, e.g. His bat is on his ---. Ask someone to read it - pronounce the

next word -lap -. Ask smeone to pronounce it :ask what letter it begins

with. Put the 1 in place and continue with the same procedure used thus

far.



3.

Leeson Woo 'page two, 3a-!3,_ Too.

Review page 1

Sentences to be developed:

Dan will gat Shag up.

"Get up, Shag, get ups" yells Dan.

New words:

up, yells

Note: New punctuation marks are used on this pag3. Tell your cites what the

narks indicate.

Teaching procedure:

Use the same procedure.

Note: Intonation is as important in reading as it is in speaking

Have your group Imitate your intonation pattern.

Teachers Notes:
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Lesson three, Page three, Book TWo

Sentences to be developed!

Shag will not get up.

"Gat up, Shag, sit up," begs Dan.

New words;

beg(s)

Note: The concept of the word beg may have to be taught - use a familiar

example.

Teaching Procedures:

Since there are uo new words in the first Hentence, place the sentence

strip and ask someone to read the familiar words. Teach the new word

bags in the same manner used heretofore.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 4, page 4, Book Two

Sentences to be developed:

Dan has a pan.

"Get up, Shag, eit up!" yells Dan

New words:

0

Teaching Procedure:

Sean procedure

Use the sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 5, page 5, Book lido

Sentence to be developed:

Shag gets vet.

Shag is getting up.

New words:

(Ins) getting, wet

Teaching procedures:

Same

The sentence in the reader reads: Tea, Shag gets vet. Do not use

the word yes in this presentation.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson six, page six, Book Two

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is running.

Shag is mad at Dan.

New words:

(Ins) running, mad

Teaching procedure:

Sass

Point out the jet airplane in the upper left hand corner of the

picture.

Teacher's notes:
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LeasoA 7, page 7, iscox

Sentences to be developed:

Shag sits on Dan.

"Hove, Shag, move," begs Dan.

New words:

U

Teaching procedure:

sass- use the sentence strips

Teacher's notes:
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Lesse 8, page 8, Book liao

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is getting up.

Danis getting wet.

New words:

0

Teaching procedures:

Sane - use the se/atonal strips.

Teacher's notes:
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lesson 9, page 9, Boa 2.10

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is getting up.

Shag has had fun with him.

New words:

him

Teaching procedures:

Sans - use the sentence strip for sentence cue.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 10, page 10, Book two

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is not mad at Shag.

Dan is petting Shag.

New words:

(tug) petting

Teaching procedures:

Sans

Use the sentence strip for sentence one.

Teacher's notes:
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Page 11, lessuu 11, Boa Two

Sentences to be developed:

"The bus! The bus!" yells Dan.

"Jim and Ann can play with us."

New words:

bus, Jim, play, us

Teaching procedures:

Introduce Jim to the class. Jim is Dan's big brother. Teach the new

words in the marriultr used thus far.

Teachers Notes:



Lesson 12, page 12, Book two

Sentences to be developed:

Shag sees the big bus.

Shag seen Jim and Ann.

New words:

0

reaching procedures:

Same - use the sentence strips

Teacher's notes:
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Lessons 13, page 13, Boot TWO

Sentences to be developed:

Jim and Ann will play.

It will be fun.

Saw words:

it, be

Teaching procedures:

Su

Use the sentence strip for sentence one.

Teacher's notes:
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leation 14, Pr Re 14, Bock two

Sentences to be developed:

Jim is at bat!

Jim is big and can hit.

New words:

hit

Tew.hing Procedure:

118(4 the same procedure

Note: Use the sentence strip-for sentence on

Tealber's Notes:
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Lesson 15, Page L), Book Iwo

$enterces to be developed:

Jim gets a hit.

"Run, Jim, run!" yells Ann.

New ozds:

0

Teechf ig Procedure:

Use the same procedure

Note:

In the reader on page 29, the first senteuce reads: "Yes,

Jim gets a hit." Do not present the word -yca- in this

presentation.

Teachor's notes?,
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lesson 16, page 16 Boa Tua

Sei-..ances to be developed:

Dan cannot catch it.

"Run, Dan, run!"

/few words:

Teachlnli, Procedure:

Use the same procedure

Note: Since there are no new words use the sentence strips for

Sotb sentences.

Teacher's Notes:
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Lesson 17, Page 17, Book Two

Sentences to be developed:

Jim tags the bag.

Dan cannot tag him.

New words:

tag(s), bag

Teaching Procedure:

Use the same procedure.

Note: Again do not include the word -yes- in sentence one.

Teacher's Notes:
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Lesson 18, Page 18, Book Two

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is at bat!

"Get a hit, Dan, get a hit!" yells Ann.

New words:

0

Teaching Procedure:

Use the same procedure

Note: Since there are to new words, use the sentence strips

for both sentences.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson ly, Page 19, -took two

Sentences to be developed:

Dan gets a hit.

Dan is running.

New words:

0

Teaching Procedures:

Use the sane procedure

Note: Use the sentence strips for both sentences.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 20, page 20, Book TWo

Sentences to be developed:

Pao cannot tag the bag

Will his pants rip?

New words:

pants, rip

Teaching procedure:

Use the sane procedure

Note: Use the sentence strip for sentence one.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 21, page 21, Book two

Sentences to be developed:

Yes, his pants rip.

It is a big rip.

Nev surds:

0

Teaching procedure:

Use the same procedure

Note: Use the sentence strips for both sentences.

Teacher's notes:

22.



F

F

Lesson 22, Page 22, Book Tuo

Sentences to be developed:

Mom is not mad.

Mom can mend hL7 pants.

New words:

Mom, mend

Teaching Procedure:

Use the same procedure

Teacher's notes

23.
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3OCK WO - FIRST PRESENTATION

Sentences NeR ores

1 Dan is sitting on the step. sitting, on, step

His bat is on his lap. bat, lap

2. Dan will get Shag up. up
"Get up, Shag, get up!" yells Dan. yells

5 Shag will nut get up.
"Get up, Shag, sit up," be Dane beg(s)

7 Dan has pan.

"Get up, Shag, sit up!" yells Dan 0

9 Shag gets wet, Wet:

Shag is getting up. getting

U Dan is running. running
Shag is mad at Dan mad

13. Shag sits or Dan.
"Move, Shag, move," begs Dan 0

15 Shag is getting up.
Dan is getting wet. 0

17 Dan is getting up.
Shag has had fun with him. him

19 Dan is not mad at Shag.
Dan is patting Shag. petting

21 "The bus! The bus!" yells Dan bus
"Jim and Ann can play with us." Jim, play, us

23 Shag sees the big bus.
Shag sees Jim and Ann. 0

25 Jim cud At will play.
It will be fun. it, be

27 Jim is at bat!
Jim is big and can hit. hit

29 Jim Beta a hit.
"Ruri5 Jim, run!" yells Ann. 0

31 Dan canno*: catch it.
"Run, Dan s run!" 0

33 Jim tags the bag. tags, bag
Dan cannot tag him.

35 Dan is at bat!
"Gat a hit, Dan, gat a hit!" yells Ann 0

37 Dan gets a hit.

Dan is running. 0



ROOK 91.1i;5 - FIRST PRESMTATIOM (CONT.)

39

41.

43

Sentences

Dan cannot tag the bag.
Will his pants rip?

Yes, his pants rip.
It is a big rip.

25.

eve Words

pants rip

Horn is not mad.
Maga can mend his pants. mom, mend
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SECOND PRESENTATION

Note: Return to vige olt of book two .

Before presenting the sentences to be developed, review the two sentences

that were presented in the first presentation. Use the sentence strips

For this review.

Sentence(s) to be developed:

Shag is napping La the hot sun.

New words:

Napping, hot, sun

Teaching Procedure:

Place the sentence strips of the sentences used in the first presentation

and review, e.g. Dan is sitting on the step.

His bat is on his lap.

Teacher's Notes:
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Lesson two page ttio, Smcond Pi:asentation

Sentences to be developed:

"Get up and play."

Will Shag get up and play?

New words:

0

Teaching procedures:

Place the sentence strips of the sentences -used in tit first present-

;

ation and review, e.g. Dan will get Shag up.

"Get up, Shag, get up!" yells Dan.

Tsusciter's Notes:
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Lesson 3, page 3, Second Presentation

Sentences to be Developed:

Dan cannot get Shag up.

Dan is getting mad at Shag.

New words:

0

Teaching Procedure:

Place the sentence strips a seritences used in the first presentation

and ravek. e.g. Shag will rot get up.

"Get up, Shag, sit up," begs Dan.

Teacher's notes:



29.

Lamson -1;ave )r-vtntltiva

Sentzaces to be developed:

"Get up and play.

Will Shag get wet?

New words:

0

Teaching procedureb:

place the 7-watnce ttripa of senteucel UE 11.4 Ora fits: present-

ation amd roam.. e.g. Dec has a pan.

"Get up, Shag, sit!" 77211s Dan

Teacher `s notes::
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Lesson edbe. second presen,-tin

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is dripying wet

Shag is mad at Dan.

New words:

dripping

Teaching procedures:

Place the sentence strips of sentences u3ed in the first presen-

tation and reviuw.

e.g. Yec, Shag gets wet.

Shag is getting up.

Teacher's Notes:



,esiv-r! 6, !1-4,9g 6. r=2r7n6

Sentences to be developeit

Shag is dripping -4-et.

Will Shag catch: Dan?

New words:

Catch

Teaching procedure:

Place the slatenzft strips of sentences tzed

presentation and review.

,12 this first

;1.

e.g. Dan is tanning.

Shag is rsd at Dan.

La teaching the digraph -ch- In catch, hold up both letters c and b.

Teachers notes:



Lesico. 7, page 7, second presentation

Sentences to be develop:: k;

D-- W.JVC at ,Qs.

Shag is big and fat.

Nev words:

0

Teaching procedure:

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first

presentation and review.

e.g. Tes, Shag sits on Dan.

"Mlove, Shag, move," begs Dan.

Teacher's notes:



1.2,-ssoix ly page 3, Szermd Pr?f,entEtioh

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is glad.

Dan is dripping wet.

Aew words:

0

Teaching procedure:

Place the sentence strips of the swam...no used in the first

presentation and review.

e.g. Shag is getting up.

Dan is getting wet.

Teacher's Notes:

ii.



Lessor. 9, page 9, Sa-..tord presentation

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is glad.

Is Dan mad at Shag?

New words:

0

Teaching procedures:

Place the sentenza strips of sentences miled in zhe first pree-

entatton end review.

e.g. Daa is getting up.

Shag has had fun with him,

Teacher's Notes:
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Lac: fn IQ, .gs :1,

Sentences to be developed:

"Let's play, Shag?" asks Dan.

" Y will get the bat."

New words:

let's, asks,

Teaching procedure:

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first

presentation and review.

e.g. Dan is not mad at Shag.

Dan is petting Shag.

Teacher's notes:



Lesson 11, page 11, Second Presentation

Sentences to be developed

"ShAg, run to Jim and Ann."

"Tall them to play with us."

New words:

them, us

Teaching procedure

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first

presentation and review.

e.g. "The bus! The bus!" yells Dan.

"Jim and Ann can play with us."

Teacher's notes:

[144

i

;as

Et

36
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Lesson 12, page 12, banana presentation

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is raLaing to them.

Will Jim and Ann play with them?

New words:

0

Teaching procedure;

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first presentation

and review,

e.g. Shag sees the big bus

Shag sees Jim and Ann.

Teacher's notes:



Lessor 13, !Nape 'ecoad PreseTnetion

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is glad.

Dan is glad to sea them.

New words:

0

Teaching procedure:

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first

presentation and review.

e.g. Yes, Jim and Ann will play.

It will be fun.

Teacher's notes:
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Leo 14. rmAe Ii prenentation

Sentences to be developed:

"Hit it, Jim, hit it!" yells Dan.

Will Jim get a hit?

Nile words;

0

Teaching procedure:

Pince the qentiec2 strips of sentences used in the first

prosentatin and review.

e.g. Jim is at bat!

Jim is big and can hit.

Towner's notes:
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Lesson 15, page 15, second iresentation

Sentences to be developed:

"Catch it, Dan, catch it."

Will Dan catch it?

New words:

0

Teaching procedure:

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first presert-

ation and review.

e.g. Jim gets a hit.

"Run, Jim, runs" yells Ann.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 16, page 17, secant. presentation

Sentences to be developed:

"Tag the bag, Jim!" calls Ann.

Will J1 tag the bag?

New words:

bag, calls

Teaching procedure:

Place the sentence strips of v.intences used in the first presentation

and review.

e.g. Dan cannot catch it

"Run, Dan, run;"

Teacher's notes:



42.

Lesson 17, page 17, second presentation

Sentences to be do velope

Jim is big and can run.

New words:

0

Teaching procedure:

Place the ser.;:oncel 'trips of sentences used is the first presentation

and review.

e.g. Yes, Jim tags the bag.

Dan cannot tag him.

Teacir7t's notes:
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Lesson 18, page 18, Second presentation

Sentences to be developed:

"Hit it to Jim."

Will Dan get a hit?

New wordst

0

Teaching proceduresz

Place the sentence strips of sentences used in the first presentation

and review.

e.g. Dan is at bat!

"Get a hit, Dan, get a hig" yells Ann.

Teacher's ttotas:

Ir.
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trAfff:Ot 19 7.a s' 13. ler.3a-,

Sentences to be developed:

"Run, Dan,run!" yells Ann.

"Tag, the bag."

New words:

0

Teaching procedures:

Place the sentenci strips of sentences vied -1u the first

presentation and review.

e.g. Yes. Den gets a hit.

Dan is running.

Teacher's notes:



45.

Lessor 20, 7sgl. 20, i4pf:or:: Preseittation

Sentences to he developed:

"Let go, Shag, let go!" begs Dan.

Shag will not let go.

New words:

go

Teaching procedures:

Note: Check pasc 39 of reader,. note that Ezentence one and sentence four a::e

presented in the first lesson. Use the sentence strip for sentence one then

continue to sentences tuo and three. After sentences two and three have

been presented, place sentence strip four in place and review.

First Presentation: Dan cannot tag the bag.

Will his pants rip?

Teacher's Notes:



40.

',esarm 21 !,a.ge 2l, -ezen1 Pn,;Nentati.on

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is sad.

Mom will be mad.

New words:

sad

Teaching procedures:

Place the sentence strips of the sentences used in the first

presentation and review.

e.g. Yes, his pants rip.

It is a big rip.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 22, ra?n 22, Se on presentation

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is glad.

Shag is glad.

New words:

0

Teaching Procedures:

Note: Check page 41 of the reader, note that sentence one and three

were presented in the first presentation. Use the sentence strip

for all the sentences in the order thaty they appear on page 41.

First presentation:

Mum is not mad.

Mom can mend his pants.

Teacher's notes:
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PAGE NO.

BOOK TWO

SECCND PRESENTAMA

SENTENCES NEW WORDS

1 Shag is napping in the hot sun. napping, not, sun

3 "Get up and play."
Will Shag get up and play? 0

5 Dan cannot get Shag up.
Dan is getting mad at Shag. 0

7 "Get up and play."
Will Shag get wet? 0

9 Shag is dripping wet. dripping
Shag is mad at Dan.

11 Shag is dripping wet.
Will Shag catch Dan? catch

13 Dan cannot move.
Shag is big and fat. 0

15. Shag is glad.
Dan is dripping wet. 0

17 Shag is glad.
Is Dan mad at Shag? 0

19 "Let's play, Shag?" asks Dan. Let's, asks
"I will get the bat." I

21 "Shag, run to Jim and Ann."
"Tell them to play with us." them, us

23. Shag is running to them
Will Jim and Ann play with them? 0

25. Dan is glad.

Dan is glad to see them. 0

27 "Hit it, Jim, hit it! yells Dan
Will Jim get a hit? 0

29. "Catch it, Dan, catch it."
Will Dan catch it? 0

31. "Tag the bag, Jim!" calls Ann. bag, calls
Will Jim tag the bag?

Jim is big and can run. 0

35 "Hit it to Jim." 0
Will Dan get a hit?



37. 'Run, Dan run!" yells Ann.
"Tag the bag."

39

41

43

"Let go, Shag, let go!" begs Dan.
Shag will not let go.

Dan is sad.
Mom will be mad.

0

Bo

sad

Dan is glad.
Shag is glad. 0

49.
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CONSONANTS USED IN VI INITIAL, MEDIAL, AND FINAL P0517IONS
IN DAN AND NIS PE1S - BOOKS

1.LITLE. 7N7711AL

a.

g

j
k,

I

U

pvg.

Q

r

a

1,v

7

sty

Oar

f

zed:

War.

is
caa

het

mom

viot

Pep

C/1101./ML,

rua

sec

tell

wet

1.

Shag

Chi°

this

M-.7 1-.4).40,

.Lat.q.1

FINAL

" S....

a.111.1. ...al, nu...WM

pinking rock

gi.ad y*1

switmeng Jim

ruing rim

nAREAng Per.

421

ftiT.hing

Cfir141411011^

.-.11X

for

gets

hat.

move

box

VOW. 31Nrallir

has,

Ugh

catch

with

500



I.

WORD PATTERNS

drip* cntch* him* ask.* usrip match Jim* mask bus*dip patch dim task ginslip batch kim cuenip hatch rim duesip tuetip snatch Tin ruesip
MISf ip gin

gip Iii
kip aim
pip nim
vip pia
yip sin

via
vita

51.
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i:nese ;

hem
gap razt

del hag
feta -

zaem g ta3. J.
neus tag wall
pem
rem icAe,
tem zag

vag
Prig
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cag
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WORD PATTERNS - BOOK NO

it* o tep* bat* lap* in* hot*slt
bit pep fat nap bin gotbit hat cap fin notfit cat gap Pin cotkit mat hap sin dotlit nat map tin jotpit pat map win lotwit rat rap kin potdit act sap rot

Vet tapsit din botj it at bap bin mot
ed. t sat dap ill sotnit lat PIP lin totwit tat pap min vot

VIII) zkin
yap tin

yin
sin

*eh* upa
fun cup
run pap
bun sup
See nap
nun rap
pun tup
can
dun
jun
hun
tun

Peg

bag*
log
keg
sag
Peg
set
tag

53.



WORD PATTERES

mead*
end

teed
vend
send
peed
bend
lend
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SPEECH

FORMATION AND METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT*

(Voiceless)

EXAMPLE: fat

FORMATION: Under Iii shut against the edges of the upper front

teeth while breath is sent out over the lip and be-

tween thE teeth with a fricative sound. The lip &houlo

be so apIlied to the teeth as to !cave nK. large open-

Inge.

METHOD OF DEVELOP11.2-1T:

1. ImitEtfon

V (Voiced)

EAMPLE: van

FORMATION: ...Itut against the upper teeth as for 'F' and held

is given.

MBITHOD O ETVET,OPMENT:

Coaclast with if'. Have vnur 7epeac the fellow-

1,v,f,v,f,v.

(point out the vibration in the -throat and lip)

Cato: t:!, A. -ia;e, Formation and Development of Llemer.!ari, English Sounds,

Northampton, Mrs4.
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TH (voiceless)

EXAMPLE; this

FORMATION: Point of the tongue wide and thin resting lightly

against the inner surface or the edge of the upper

teeth while breath is sent out between the tongue and

teeth. Within the mouth, the front or top of the tongue

is raised slightly - closing at the sides against the

teeth and guns. Avoid the raising of the lower lip

so high that the resulting sound is a ctmbination of 1th'

and 'f'.

AETHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. imitation; Allow the child to imitate your formation

of the sound. Caution; make sure that the tongue does not

protrude from between the teeth.

2. Sy znalogy from 'f'. Let the pnjil see that the same action

is requited for giving the two sounds; that the passive organ -

the upper teeth - remains the same but that the active organ

is the point of the tongue in 'the while it is the lower lip

for 'f'.
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NG ( Votcdd na-3,11)

fak,Nr3:17:: rine

FOIMATION: r.,f et at against the pa;ate and

heln `Oda e--) te tilmieh -the nasal pests 3s.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

L Prc:n '810 and 'a' by analogy.

2. With tha mouth open pass a steady stream of breath

thrt)u,gh the nose; then vocalize it, If neressaary

first pass a stream of l'rep.t.r. through th nose with

mouth _shut.

P (voiced bliablal)

EXAMPLE: Pa

FORMATION: Lips shut) then c;.),.t--ate.-1 wi th !nil" 3,xputsi on

METHCD OF DEVELOPMENT;

1 z;n: Is a narrow --trip of paprkt or a featrr

a sleld before the lips as thr sound

breatt. ;striking it will se.too t1-e poril the proper

forf..-e d1--v:cti::n of t:^*.t azi. it ezt.ca?e8.. Aloid

lomnent



FOREWORD

The system used in books one and two will also be used in

book three. The teacher will continue to use the "big" book with

the flannel strip to develop new word patterns and sentences.

The teacher will note that ;wok three is still concentrating

on the "regular" spelling forms, however, some: "irregular" form sr.?.

also present.

In the books to follow, the concentration will be based primarily

on the "irregular" form end will review spelling patterns presented in

the first three books.

RESEARCH DIRECTOR:

Wallace Cathey

TITLE I, ESEA RESEARCHER:

Claude Aragon

ILLUSTRATORt

Linda Bradley

Departwent of Research and Publications

Independent School District No. 22

Shiprock, New Mexico



BOOK

iNTA'XCTION

In using the linguistic approach to reading, we are undertaking

the challenge offered by Leonard BloceeUeL;,
;7.- forerunner of the lineuiz-

tic approach, in striving for, e syete..q of ree-!lee that will comply with

the following incentives: 1

1. A system of reading which combine:_ the resources of eye

and ear in units of sight anel sound "4.15 basic elements of

learning.

2. i system in which every new step is not the learning of

isolated words, but enlargement of the power to identify

words from patterns of letters.

3. A system in which the translation of letters into sounds

and sounds into meaning becomes increasingly automatic.

A system, therefore, which cumulatively builds up the

child's independence and competence, providing him with

the tools to tackle unknown words by a process of sight-

sound-meeeing which grows more effective the more it is

used.

Although cur liael!stic materials dc not comply verbatim with the

approach advocated by Moemfield, e.e are greatly indebted to him for pro-

viding 1:Ne ground-work for this peoject.

le mdieettei hy tt'ny 'exrerts' in the field of readiag than

'leo one nett'od superice tc anether', and they erphasize or advocate tLe

use of e number ot. methedd. Of ci,urse, this does Lot mean a.ny particular

method,but methods that hjvc been used with some deecee 9k !!eod re8ultg.
end.

1
Leonacd Filoonfieed and Barnhart, Clarence e., Let's Read, Oettoi::

4 eyne State University Press), 1°61.
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,

arJ,0:;2 the r2

methods, nowevef-, are sai4 to have tuelr disadvd:,tag_:s. it Is argued that

the ";:lhonics" approach is u2natvra1 tilt r1-± lAiT"age lrt

ptescnced in ibotatc.2. cyr in combinal.ioa witr consoaiants Dr consonnt

clusters, This prsentation is unrhatt in that LIc not utter isu!Atc.

sos.itld; ;71 ontiary but. a se.rff, 01, 111 c_s6:1-tc:11

ers of Enlish Law. Lha kinesthetic feel of not isolated sound. }, but souncs

that ar-. ttle fit- ,f The argulr. f t:)(_

is raft this particulaL hat,-; no sy.%te:natic pfs,:,ntat4.oh of worus,

that is, a is presented a uur6e7 of "commoity" aFed words to learn :Is

a sight voca!)ulary. The physic=.0 form of these words are c4 combinJtior. at

regular' aud'irre3uiari forms of words, and it has bee% said, the enu rt.--

341f is caufusioit. The "pure' Liw;ui!-,tic approac'a reailin4 is said

to be unnatural. in teat it aces not correspond wit't the way speak. That

is, "regular" forue and chi.? "regular" forms o! wards are presnced initially

with grar.i.ol wcycm*:rr.. to the 'irregular' fvrms of the ':.laglish laug-

tiage. 7.4e research team of tudepender)t School District No. 22 lies weigilee

arg:Alenrs and kas vAmf.11.1%;ed that earn of the laid neLhods, some, degrce,

can be 1;::iIlzed osa! Laa atai Pets

thrt.e.

We feel ;t.at oy usilw kr.div-idual. letcers of tfie 44L4bet tozm

r-s. the 9tt.:+i;. we lre, tr, dtagf=-2.-.t, empioyinv u-C-1 02 :1

e t.e "tei t ell th--- 1 ;Is.k.; %Ai f;,11. :let, t i;-.

)r.F .vIy , :h ac the cli;.I.1 has 4 cem cdt the --scuuds ot

etter6 :inc... t-e is pr..wounceu by via teacher, the con ieci;,her

Lle scLr.ds of Lhts- uncol:.17.zlo-,:sly at a ouch more rarLd Dace l' H.1,1 car.

-ires,n1teu by teacher



The "look-say" method is also present in that a more systematic presentation is

Lsed presenting uniforo spelling ractems, razner than the selectiou Of

wk)rds at random. Dan anc; His Pets uses a modified linguistic approach in

order to conform with the naturalness of "talk written down."

r-



1.

LenrArt 1, page

Sentences to be developed:

Shag and Pep see Dan.

Dan has his fishing rod and box.

New word(s):

fish(ing), rod, box

Note: The concepts of rod and box may have to be explained. Explain that
the fishing gear is in the box - hooks, line, bait etc.

Suggested teaching procedure

Since there are no new words in the first sentence, place the sentence
strip on the flannel and ask someone to read the familiar words. In teaching
of the new words use the saw procedure used in books one and two.

Teacher's Notes:



2.

LBSSOL 2, page '3

Sentences to be developed:

Shag begs Dan. Shag wants to go fishing.

"No, Shag, uo!" yells Oen.

New word(s):

No

Note: review the concept of beg.

Teaching Procedures:

Use the sentence strip for the sentences: Shag begs Dan. Shag wants

to go fishing.

In sentence two only one new word is presented.

Teacier's Notes:



Lesson 3, page 3

Sentences to be developed:

Dan walks to the pond.

Shag is sitting. Shag is sad.

New word(s):

walk(s), pond

Note: The term pond may have to be explained.

Teaching procedures:

In sentence oue walLs and pond are new words. The silent letter

in walk will have to be exp:ained. Have each member of your reading group

pronounce the word.

Teacher's Notes:



Lesson 4, Page 4

Sentence to be defelved:

Shag is ping fishing.

Dan cannot see Shag, but Shag can

Nev word(s):

Wing)

Teaching procedures:

The sentence on page 7 in the

Present the sentence without the word

Teacher's notes:

sea Dan.

book reads: Yes, Shag is going fishing.

Yes.

it-



5,
Lesson 5, page 5

Sentences to 'oe deiel-Jped:

Dm is sitting on a big cock.

He is fishing in the big pond.

New Word(s)

rock, he

Teaching procedure:

rock and he are the two new words to be developei. Again the (ck) in

rock as one sound say have to be explained.

Teacher's notes:



6.

Lesson 6, page 6

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is sitting and wishing.

Den thinks of catching a big fish.

New word(s):

wish(ing), think(s), catch(ing), of

Teaching Procedures:

Same procedure.

Compere fishing and wishing, noting that the initial consonant changes

the word, pranunclation,and meaning.

Continue to teach the correct articulation point of the (th) refer to

the pages indicating speech development.

Teacher's Notes:
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Lesson 7, page 7

Sentences to be developed:

Shag and Pep cannot move.

If Dan sees them, he will be mad.

New word(s):

if

Teaching Procedures:

Use the sentence strip for sentence one. Use the "velour" alphabet to

teach the new lord.

Teacher's notes:

ti



Lesson 8, page 8

Sentences to be developed:

Shag and Pep can still see Dan.

Dan is napping in the hot sun.

New word(s)

still

Teaching Procedures:

Teach the word still.

Use the sentence strip for sentence two.

Teacher's Notes:



Lesson 9, page 9

Sentences to be developed:

A big fish! It's a big cittfish.

The catfish is jumping in the pond.

lies vord(s):

flab, it's, catfish, jusp(ing)

Teaching Procedure:

Teach the nem words in the same manner thus far used. The

contraction it's should be explained noting that it's the smaller fors

of it is.,

Teacher's notes:



LeE son 10, page 10

Ser tences to be dsvel,-Ted-

The catfish sees the big fat worm.

Dan is still napping.

New word(s)

worm

Teaching procedures:

The word 'worm" is an "irregular" spelling form, however, usually

in the vocabulary of young children.

Teacher's notes:

1

10.
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Page 11, Lesson 11

Sentences to be developed:

It pulls the rod in!

It's a big fish! Dan jumps up!

New word(s):

pull(s), iunP(8)

Teaching procedures:

In teaching the word 'pulls' hold up both l's to indicate one sound.

Teacher's notes:



12

Lesson 12, Page 12

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is running in the mud.

Grab the rod, Dan, pick it up!

New word(s)

sod, grab, pick

Teaching procedures:

Continue to use the ease procedure used in books one and two.

Teacher's notes:



Lesson 13, page 13

Sentences to be developed:

Dan picks up his rod, but the fish is big.

Dan cannot pull it in

New Words:

pick(s), pull

Teaching procedure:

Use the sentence strips for both sentences, other forms of the

words pick and pull have been used.

Teacher's notes:



14

yea 30n 14, page 14

Seateuces to be developed:

Dan still has his rod.

But Dan cannot swig.

M word(s):

swim

Teaching procedure:

Use the chalkboard to compare min and Jle.

Ube the sentence strip for the first sentence.

Teacher's note,:



15.

Lesson 15, page

SenLences to be developed:

Dan will not let go of his rod.

Shag is swimming to Dan.

Mr4 :cords:

go, swilgidne

Teaching Procedures:

loin use the sentence strips. This will allow you to check their

word attack skills, since other forms of the words go and swinning have been

used.

Teacher's Notes:



16.

Lesson 16, page 16

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is helping Dan.

Dan will not let go of his rod.

Nov word(s):

helping)

Teaching procedures:

Use the sentence strips for both sentences.

Teacher's notes:



3 7

Lesson 17, Page 17

Sentences tc be developed:

Shag pulls Dan to the bank.

Dan is dripping met. But Dan still has his rod.

Nem vord(s)

bank

Teaching procedures:

The concept of the word bank meaning the edse of the pond may have

to be taught.

Teacher's Notes:



Lesson 18, page 18

Sentences to be developed:

Den lands the big catfish.

Is Dan mad at Shag?

Not vord(s):

land(s)

Teach the word lands - us the sentence strip for sentence two. The

presentation of this lesson doesn't correspond to the sentence order used

on page 35 of the text. This is due to the question form and the statenmot

that follows on page 37 of book three.

Tescjer's Notes:



19.

Lesson 19, page 19

Sentences so be developed:

Dan is dripping wet, but he is not sad.

Dan is hugging Shag. Shag is a good dog.

Kew words:

hugging, good, dog

Teaching Procedures:

Use the sentence strip for sentence one. Use the sane procedure to

teach the new words in the second sentence.

Teacher's notes:



Lesson 20, page 20

Sentences to be deveiopei:

Dan and Shag ace walking home.

Dan is proud of his catch.

New words:

are, walk(ing), home, proud

Teaching procedures:

-
The new words are sight words or "irregular". The concept of proud may

have to be tuaght.

Teacher's Notes:

F1

20,



Is.: Presentation - Book Three

Pagee No. New WardsSentences

1.

3.

5.

7.

9.

11.

13.

15.

17.

19.

21.

23.

25.

27.

29.

31.

33.

Shag and Pep see Dan.

Shag begs Dan. Shag wants to go fishing.
"No, Shag, nor yells Dan

Dan walks to the pond.
Shag is sitting. Shag is sad.

Shag is going fishing.
Dan cannot sae Shag, but Shag can see Dan.

Dan is sitting on a tag rock.
Re is fishing in Cie big pond.

Dan is sitting and wishing.
Dan thinks of catching a big fish.

Shag and Pep cannot move.
If Dan sees than, he will be sad.

Shag and Pep can still see Dan.
Dan is napping in the hot sun.

A big fish! It's a big catfish.
The cstfiall is jumping in the pond.

The catfish sees the big fat wore.
Dan is still napping.

It pulls the rod in!
It's a big fish! Dan jumps up!

Dan is running in the and.
Grab the rod, Dan, pick it up!

Dan picks up his rod, but the fish is big.
Dan cannot pull it in!

Dan still has his rod.
But Dan cannot swim.

Dan will not let go of his rod.
Shag is swimming to Dan.

Shag is helping Dan.
Dan will not let. go of his rod.

Shag pulls Dan to the bank.
Dan is dripping wet. But Dan still has his rod.

21.

f ish (ittg) , rod
box

no

walk(s), pond

going

rock
he

wish (ing)
thinks, of ,catch (fug)

if
still

fish, it's,
catfish, junp(iny

1110r111

pull(s)
jump(s)

mud

grab, pick

pick(s)
pull

swim

go

swium(ing)

helping)

bank



1st prescutation (continued)

Sentencebin.---------.
35 Dan lend: the big catfish.

Is Dan mad at Shag?

37

39

Dan is dripping wet, but he is not mad.
Dan is hugging Shag. Shag is a good dog.

Dan and Shag are walking home
Dan is proud of his catch

22.

New words
land(s)

hugg( tug)
good, dog

are, walk(Ing)
proud
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Book III

Lesson 1, page 1

Note: Review All the sentences in the lst presentation before the 2nd presentativ

is given.

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is going fishing.

Shag vents to go fishing with him.

New Word(s):

want(s)

Teaching procedures:

Use the sentence strips for sentence one.

Teach the word 'wants' by using the velour alphabet. Review

the sentences learned in the 1st presentation.

Note: In the second presentation there are seven unfamiliar words. If the teachr

desires, she may use the sentence strips throughout the second presentation.

Teacher's notes:



Lesson 2, page 2

Sentences to be developed:

"You cannot go fishing with se.

Dogs do not go fishing."

New word(s):

you, dog(s)

Teaching procedures:

Continue to use the same procedure. Review the sentences learned in

the first presentation.

Teacher's notes:



23.

Lesson 3, page 3

Sentences to be developed=

Dan will not let Shag go with him.

Will Shag go fishing?

New words:

0

Teaching procedures:

Review sentences learned in the first presentation - use the sentence strips

Teacher's notes:



26.

Lesson 4, page 4

Seatences to be developed:

If Dan sees Shag, he will be mad.

Pep is with Shag.

New weds:

0

Teaching Procedures:

Review sentences learned in let presentation - use the sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 5, page 5

Sentences to be developed:

Pep and Shag can see Dan.

But Den cannot see them.

Nev v:

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the first presentation - use

the sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 6, page 6

Semi-antes Lobe developed:

If Dan can catch a big fish,

Moe and Dad will be proud of him.

New words:

Dad

Teaching procedures:

Review sentences learned in the 1st presentation - use the sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:



29.

Lesson 7, page 7

Sentences to be developed:

But Dan cannot see his pets.

Dan is thinking of a big fish.

New uord(s):

think(ing)

Teaching procedures:

Review sentences learned in the first presentation - use the sentence

strips.

Teacher's Notes:



30.

Lesson 8, page 8.

Sentences to be developed:

Dan is still thinking.

Dan is still thinking of a big fish.

New vord(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

lavirs the sentences learned in the lot presentation - Use the

sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 9, Page 9

Sentences to be developed:

Den cannot see the big cat fish.

Dan is still napping.

New gorge):

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the let presentation. Use the

sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:



Lesson 10, page 10

sentences to he 4evelopedl

The fish mins to the big fat worm.

Will the big catfish pull the rod into the pond?

New word(s)

swim (s), into

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the 1st presentation. Use the

sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 11, page 11

Sentences to be developpt1!

Dan runs to his rod!

But the catfish is pulling the rod into the pond,

NOI WOrd(9):

=2(0, pull(istg)

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the first presentation. Use the

sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 12, page 12

Sentences tc be developed:

Shag runs to help Dan.

Grab the rod, Dan, pick it up!

New word(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the 1st presentation. Use the sentence

strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 13, page 13

Sentences to be developed:

Pull, Dan, pull!

But the fish is pulling Dan into the pond.

New word(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the first presentation. Use the sentence

strips.

Teacher's notes:



36.

Lesson 14, page 14

Sentences to be developed:

Shag is jumping into the pond to help Dan.

Will Dan let go of his rod?

New word(s):

0

Teaching Procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the lst presentation. Use the

sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:



Lesson 15, page 15

Sentences to be developed:

Dan sees Shag.

He is glad to see his pet.

New word(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the 1st presentation. Use the sentenae

strips.

Teacher's notes:



38.

Lesson 16, page 16

Sentence to be developed:

He wants to land the big fish.
Pull, Shag, pull!

New word(s):

land

Teaching Procedures:

Review tilt: sentences learned in the first presentation. Use

the sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Sentences to be dewelopedl

Pull, Dan, pull!

Will Dan land the big fish?

New word(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the first presentation.

Use the sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 18, pew 18

Sentences to be developed:

The fish is big and fat.

Hos and Dad will be proud of Dan.

New ward(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

Note: The presentation of this lesson does not correspond with the sentent

order used on page 35 of the text. Since there are no new words in

this lesson, place the sentence strips in the following order:

Yes, Dan lands the big catfish.

The catfish is big and fat.

WaHand Dad will be proud of Dan.

Is Dan mad at Shag?

Teacher's notes:
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Lesf-oll 19, page 19

Sentence(s) to be developed:

Shag is glad that Dan is not nad at hint.

New word(s):

0

Teaching procedures:

Review the sentences learned in the first presentation. Use the

sentence strips.

Teacher's notes:
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Lesson 20, page 20

Sentences to be developed:

Nom and Dad see them.

Dan holds up the big catfish.

New word(s):

hold(s)

Teaching procedures:

The presentation of this lesson does not correspond with the sentence

order used on page 39 of the text. Place the sentence czips in the

following order:

Dan and Shag are walking home.

Nom and Dan see them.

Dan holds up the big catfish.

Dan is proud of his catch.
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SECOND PRESDITATION BOOK III

crITENCES

Page No. New Words,

1. Dan is going fishing. want(s)
Shag wants to go fishing with him.

2. "You cannot go fishing with me. you
Dogs do not go fishing." dog(s)

5. Dan will not let Shag zo with
Will Shag go fishing? 0

7. If Dan sees Shag, he will be mad.
Pep is with Shag. 0

9. Pep and Shag can see Dan.
But Dan cannot see them. 0

10. If Dan can catch a big fish,
Ham and Dad will be proud of him. Dad

13. But Dan cannot see his pets.
Dan is thinking of a big fish. think(ing)

15. Dan is still thinking.
Dan is stilltthinking of a big fish. 0

17. Dan cannot see the big catfish.
Dan is still napping. 0

19. The fish swims to the big fat worm. Win(8)
Will the big catfish pull the rod into the pond? into

21. Dan runs to his rod! run(s)
But the catfish is pulling the rod into the pond. pulling)

23. Shag runs to help Dan.
Grab the rod, Dan, pick it up! 0

25. Pull, Dan pull!
But the fish is pulling Dan into the pond. 0

27. Shag is jumping intolthe pond to help Dan.
Will Dan let go of his rod? 0

29. Dan sees Shag.
He is glad to see his pet. 0

31. He wants to land the big fish.
Pull, Shag, pull! land

33. Pull, Dan, pull!

Will Dan land the big fish?
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Page No. Sentences New Words

35. The fish is big and fat.
Mom and Dad will be proud of Dan. 0

37. Shag is glad that Dan is not mad at him. 0

39. Mom and Dad see them.
Dan holds up the big catfish. hold(s)



riEV WORD PATTERNS

BOOK III

fish* rod* box* want* dog* walk* pond*
wish God fox talk fond
dish cod ox chalk bond
swish nod

pod
fishing sod

rock* think* jump* swim pvlt*
dock bump bull
lock dump full
sock hump
hock lump
block pump

clock
flock
crock
shock
stock

go* me* proud* walking* home*
no* he* cloud hugging* are*
so she loud thinks* going*

we thinking* wants*
be of* dogs*

it's* walks*
catfish* talks
jumping* if*
worm* catching*
swims* pulling*
swimming* into*
picks* helping*
lands*

* indicates words used in Book III

45-



Mud* grab* pick* land* bank*
bud 1: aril'

hand
rank

cud sank
Jud sand tank

blank
plank
spank
crank
drank
Frank

hug* good * that* hold*
bug hood told
dug wood old

stood bold
j ug cold
lug fold
mug gold
pug sold
rug scold
tug

I

46.
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SPEECH
FORM&TION MW METHOD OF DEVELOMENT*

F (Voiceless)

EXAMPLE: fat

FORMATION: Under lip shut against the edges of the upper front

teeth while breath is sent out over the lip and be-

tween the teeth with a fricative sound. The lip should

be so applied to the teeth as to leave no large open-

ings.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. Imitation

V (voiced)

EXAMPLE: van

FORMATION: Lip shut against the upper teeth as for 'F' and held

while voice is given.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

Contrast with 'f'. Have your students repeat the follow-

ing drill:

(point out the vibration in the throat and lip)

*
Caroline A. Yale, Formation and DevelomplaglagmegambilitLa_oung...A.,

Northampton, Mass.
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5111 (voiceless)

EXAMPLE: this

FORMATION: Point of the tongue wide and thin resting lightly

against the inner surface or the edge of the upper

teeth while breath is sent out between the tongue and

teeth. Within the mouth, the front or top of the tongue

is raised slightly - closing at the sides against the

teeth and gums. Avoid the raising of the lover lip

so high that the vesulting sound is a combination of 'th'

and If'.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. Imitation; Allow the child to imitete your formation

of the sound. Caution; make sure that the tongue does

not protrude from between the teeth.

2. By analogy from 'f'. Let the pupil see that the same action

is required for giving the two sounds; that the passive organ -

the upper teeth - remains the same bu that the active organ

is the point of the tongue in 'th' sah_Xe it is the lower lip

for 'f'.
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NC (Voiced nasal)

EXAMPLE: ring

FORMATION: Back of the tongue shut against the palate and

he!'' while voice passes through the nasal passages.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. From 'se and 'a' by analogy.

2. With the mouth open pass a steady stream of breath

through the nose, then vocalise it. If necessary

first pass a stream of breath through the nose with

mouth shut.

P (voiced bilabial)

EXAMPLE: Pet

FORMATION: Lips shut, then separated with an audible expulsion

of breath.

METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT:

1. Imitation. If a narrow strip of paper or a feather

is held before the lips as the sound is given, the

breath striking it will show the pupil the proper

force and direction of the breath as it escapes. Avoid

exaggeration in movement.


